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luminarai is also perfect for small and medium businesses. its
speed, efficiency, and creativity are helpful to any business
that needs great photos. the ability to create custom
templates and share them with your team means a consistent
style. powerful batch processing means that even large jobs
get done quickly. the intuitive interface and one-time purchase
make it an easy tool to deploy for the entire team. if you need
volume licenses with special pricing, just contact us. using the
application is easy. the built-in help includes a step-by-step
video tutorial. the user interface is well thought out. you can
see the interactive capabilities as you work. in fact, everything
is on a single screen, so the mouse isn't necessary. luminar
includes a wide variety of tools. they are all very easy to learn,
and the documentation is full of hints and tips. if you need
professional help, the tutorials are there to help. expert
support is available. you can reach us at support.luminar.ai or
at support.com. if you need volume licenses with special
pricing, just contact us this filter brightens the image by
applying a high-contrast look, with a thick black & white filter
and white highlights. if youre trying to create a vintage appeal
with your photos, or you want a retro look, then this option
from our selection of free luminar presets could be ideal.
dynamic film even comes with dynamic base settings. this
filter gives a retro feel to your photos by darkening the image,
bringing out details and adding a blue cast. if youre trying to
create a vintage appeal with your photos, or you want a retro
look, then this option from our selection of free luminar presets
could be ideal. dynamic film even comes with dynamic base
settings.
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